
 those who complain the most accomplish the least - shaun achor.

Week Six Visual Journal Assignment  {free sketchbook we gave you}
1. You are in the process of learning a new art language, loaded with lots of new vocabulary. This takes 

time & practice to truly master. This VJ assignment will assist you in understanding art terms!!
2. Review all WASH studio handouts, for both surface & space. 
3. Record {write down} in your VJ all of the terms that are listed on the left column of each studio handout. 

If a term is repeated, you only need to write it down once. 
4. Using your textbook’s glossary & a dictionary {as needed} define all of the terms that you have written 

down. You will record the definitions for each term in your VJ. 
5. Review your lecture reading. Is there any language or vocabulary that you need to investigate further? 

If so, write it down in your VJ with the corresponding definition. 
How you choose to organize this data in your VJ is up to you, as long as it is neat & clearly labelled/easy 
for us to find when if comes time for grading!

THIS IS NOT DUE NEXT WEEK. You will be given VJ assignments each week. Your 2nd VJ checkpoint, 
where we will be grading it will be during WEEK EIGHT.

Your Visual Journal is your landing zone for ALL THINGS WASH....so please us it!
:: Handouts, lists, notes, sketches & research for all for your projects. Your goal will be to FILL IT UP with 
things that inspire you this semester! 

What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there}
:: Value Mapping is due at the start of the week
:: Progress Critique on your Abstract Video, have your work uploaded to your laptop for class
:: Final critique over your video will happen at the end of the week
:: Artist bio poem is due {typed} at the start of lecture on 2/29

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun}
:: ALL supplies listed on material list, this includes your textbook & i>clicker app
:: Laptop !!!!
::  Make sure to bring all acrylic paint, brushes, gesso, palette knife, 19”x24” bristol pad, wax paper, blue 
tape to surface studio

Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!}
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying!
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!}

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here}
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